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INNOVATION AND INCUBATION CENTRE
INVITES
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (SEED MONEY) FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS 2019-20

CIRCULAR

❖ We invite the research proposals from Arts and Science faculty members of Jamal Mohamed College.
❖ Proposal shall provide an innovative and action oriented research or product development and start-ups.
❖ Proposals must comply at least one of the following criteria a) Energy b) Water conservation and management c) Waste management d) Software and hardware e) Health f) Novel design of household appliances g) Business plan/models and Start-ups g) Reviving of indigenous technologies of biological conservation h) Wealth out of waste and any discipline relevant to Environment and society.
❖ Proposal shall not exceed 10 pages length including the a) title of the research, b) summary, c) background- state of art in brief, d) objectives, e) methodology f) outcome of the research g) duration h) Budget h) IP filing of the products i) Societal importance.
❖ We seek proposals to provide innovative and action oriented research and eco-friendly technologies to solve the day to day problems and also lead to develop the products for business enrichment.
❖ Selection of research proposal is based on the level of creativity, originality, interdisciplinary, and societal value and industrial applicability associated with the research.
❖ The budget limit should not exceed Rs.10000/ (Rupees Ten Thousand only)
❖ The hard copies (3 copies) of the proposal should be addressed to The Principal, Jamal Mohamed College, Tiruchirappalli and forwarded through the “Head of concern Department” and submitted to Dr. A.Shajahan, The Coordinator, Innovation Incubation Centre. The soft copies of the proposal have to be mailed to shajahan.jmc@gmail.com

Deadline of proposal submission: 10th December 2019

PRINCIPAL